
Project Seahorse is a leader in marine conservation, making discoveries and 
collaborating globally to take effective action for seahorses and their seas. 

We envision a world in which marine ecosystems are healthy and well-managed. 
Our vision embraces the need to reconcile conservation and 

human dependency on the ocean. 

Partner with Project Seahorse to save 
seahorses and the seas

We invite you to partner with us on our adventure and our successes. 
We are seriously effective, in large part thanks to our donors. Join us.

projectseahorse.org    info@projectseahorse.org    @projectseahorse

Project Seahorse seeks allies, partners and 
donors for our projects and our program. We 
are an award-winning team that achieves a 
huge amount, using innovation and strategy. 
We have a rich slate of projects ready to go as 
soon as resources allow. Your engagement and 
contributions could make all the difference. We 
would be delighted to explore ideas with you. 
This document offers some examples of where 
we are poised to leap forward once resources 
are available.

We offer opportunities to infl uence the fate 
of marine life by collaborating with our team 
of ocean optimists and marine advocates. 
Project Seahorse paints a very broad canvas 
intellectually and programmatically, from 
fundamental biology and protected area 
planning to fi sheries management and United 
Nations policy. We are proud of having made 
measurable differences to wild species and 
spaces in all these domains. We feed our many 
outputs directly into community empowerment, 
management, and policy… and then ensure 
that our contributions are mobilised for action.Our approach is best summarised as pragmatic 

idealism. We are evidence-based but quick to 
deploy new information, rather than aspiring to 
perfect knowledge. Our research is intimately 
linked to our practical conservation action in 
a tight feedback loop. We often take the view 
that “we know enough” and just plunge in to 
management and policy, explicitly highlighting 
our uncertainties and adapting as new 
knowledge becomes available (often through 
those same initiatives). We pride ourselves on 
being responsive, nimble and quick to grasp 
opportunities that are within our reach and 
scope. We collaborate with partners and 
communities, using seahorses to focus efforts on 
fi nding marine conservation solutions.

Project Seahorse has a specifi c goal of securing 
healthy populations of seahorses – and healthy 
seas – in the western Pacifi c and Indian Oceans, 
where the pressures are greatest. Our reach is, 
however, global and we are involved in scores 
of countries on six continents. We are putting 
great efforts into growing collegiate capacity in 
countries that are homes to seahorses, pipefi shes 
and seadragons. This is done through mentorship, 
advice and collaboration. The more people who 
engage, the faster and farther our voyage to a 
healthier ocean.



Mobilising the global expert group 
for seahorses to effect change

We have a marvellous opportunity to lever big change in the nature and 
scale of conservation efforts for seahorses, pipefi shes, and seadragons 

(family Syngnathidae). We seek funds to tap into the tremendous potential 
of the designated global expert group for about 320 syngnathid species 
and their vulnerable coastal and freshwater habitats. Such support will 
advance work on these amazing fi shes all over the world.  
                              
Project Seahorse was appointed as the core of the IUCN SSC Specialist 
Group for Seahorses, Pipefi sh and Seadragons (SPS SG), and the 
Director of Project Seahorse is the SPS SG Chair. The IUCN is a union of 
about 1,450 conservation organizations, including 91 state members 

and 120 governmental agencies. Within the IUCN, SSC is an evidence-
based network of more than 10,500 experts globally who are charged 

with leading on species conservation. The IUCN has designated the 
SPS SG as the global authority on these fi shes, which are found in 

130 countries.  

Our Specialist Group comprises 40 experts from 21 countries/
territories across six continents and has a mandate 
to advance long-term conservation of the world’s 
syngnathid fi shes. We work with scientists, conservationists, 
governments and other groups to ensure that wild 
populations are healthy and well-managed. We assess, 
we plan, we act, we network and we communicate… in 
an integrated set of initiatives.

Our role is to illuminate and alleviate threats to wild 
populations of syngnathid fi shes and their ocean habitats. 

Our work ranges from conducting global conservation 
assessments of threatened species (for the IUCN Red List) to 

creating new marine protected areas to promoting 
fi sheries reforms. Our Assess, Plan, Act, Connect 

cycle of activity enables us to generate and apply 
knowledge then evaluate our work. We empower 
local partners, act with great effi ciency, and 
successfully implement conservation efforts for 
highly threatened species.

Top: White’s seahorse (Hippocampus whitei) photo by David Harasti / www.daveharasti.com 
Middle: Weedy seadragon (Phyllopteryx taeniolatus) photo by Andrew Green / Guylian Seahorses 
of the World  
Bottom: Network pipefi sh (Corythoichthys fl avofasciatus) photo by Richard Smith / 
oceanrealmimages.com

Budget 
80 K USD 

p.a.* 



Locations of SPS SG members. Covers all 40 members

Budget items
• Program offi cer salary and benefi ts 
• Communication costs including videos and infographics
• Meeting for SPS SG members, in person, for the fi rst time since 2017
• Rapid Action costs to respond to crises

With funding, the SPS SG will meet the following objectives, by co-ordinating its membership:

• Roll out the new IUCN SPS SG strategic plan, 
providing technical advice and guidance to 
members and front-line conservationists

• Develop an emergency rapid action capacity 
to respond to new and urgent pressures, such 
as plans to damage vital habitats

• Lead, encourage and support IUCN Members 
to implement Resolution 95, for syngnathid 
conservation

• Act as the global resource for knowledge 
of syngnathid species, centrally supporting 
colleagues and collaborators around the 
world

The strength of the SPS SG is tremendously important. The IUCN has adopted Resolution 95 - 
Conservation of seahorses, pipefi shes and seadragons (family Syngnathidae) – as a matter of global 
policy, driving the agenda for all IUCN member organizations for the next four years at least. This 
Resolution sets an ambitious agenda for IUCN action that ranges from habitat protection through 
fi sheries and aquaculture to trade regulation... and highlights the role of our Specialist Group in 
making it all happen.

• Reassess conservation status for threatened 
and Data Defi cient species to discern change 
and update our understanding of pressures 
and opportunities

• Provide materials and support to individuals 
and groups – including IUCN Members – that 
can multiply our messages 

• Share stories about our species and their 
conservation needs through online and 
traditional communications channels 

• Raise the profi le of the IUCN SPS SG and 
its work with resource managers and 
government agencies so they regard us as a 
resource

The potential and capacity of the SPS SG is limited only by resources. SPS SG members are poised to 
act individually and collectively to apply new research techniques (e.g. eDNA) to fi nd syngnathids, to 
promote compliance and enforcement of existing regulations, to support wild populations with rapid 
action when threats arise, to limit the use of destructive fi shing gears, to tackle illegal wildlife trade 
and so much more. The IUCN reputation for sage advice and sound practice opens doors around 
the world.   

Now that we have both an IUCN Resolution and a conservation strategy, our Specialist Group 
requires dedicated funding to maximize its effectiveness in protecting seahorses and their relatives. 
Our greatest need is a full-time program offi cer who will act as a strategic catalyst for the 40 SPS SG 
members – bringing great minds together to achieve great conservation gains, and supporting them 
to act. We also need funds for action, assessment and communication.

*institutional overheads to be applied on top, as appropriate



Deploying national leaders to conserve 
seahorses and other marine life 

      
Your support could reshape how key countries address seahorse conservation. We 
are seeking funds to appoint and support national leaders for seahorse conservation 
in regions where seahorses are under greatest threat. We have identifi ed a suite of 
countries where the problems of seahorses are particularly acute, yet amenable to 
progress. By getting it right for seahorses there, we will address many broader marine 
conservation issues.

Budget 
$75K to 

$150K USD 
per leader 

Project Seahorse is eager to hire national leaders 
for seahorse and marine conservation in China, 
India, Indonesia, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, 
South Africa, Thailand and Viet Nam. We have 
chosen these countries, from four continents, 
for their strategic importance – as places where 
the problems are understood and we see the 
opportunities for progress. Needs and priorities 
differ across countries and we would be pleased 

to discuss which nation might 

most interest you. In some countries, we have 
already identifi ed a strong candidate for the job, 
people with proven track records in conservation 
success. 

Meaningful and enduring outcomes for seahorse 
and ocean conservation need to come 
from within countries of critical conservation 
importance. Most direct conservation action is 
created at the national or local level, and is best 
generated by people with ecological, linguistic 
and cultural ties to the country. Indeed, we have 
always worked through in-country collaborations 
and partnerships, to great effect.

Project Seahorse is already wonderfully 
anchored in key countries where seahorses 
are threatened by human activities. We have 
worked hard to generate strong research, foster 
management and policy responses, and identify 
leaders. We are, however, limited by the lack of 
full-time presence in most countries. We need 
dedicated national experts to push seahorses 
and oceans on the country’s conservation 
agenda. While it is commonly feasible to fi nd 
project funds for conservation activities, it 
is generally very diffi cult to obtain costs for 
leadership salaries, especially for long-term 
staffi ng.

Hedgehog seahorse (Hippocampus spinossismus). 
Photo by Luc Eeckhaut / Guylian Seahorses of the World

p.a.* 



The opportunity is to advance effective in-the-ocean 
conservation that is durable and responsive to local 
needs. National staff have a long-term commitment 
to the country and its marine heritage. They can 
work effectively with government agencies, 
colleagues and compatriots on legislation, 
policy and action relating to conservation 
of biodiversity. They are also best placed to 
help national authorities build in-country 
capacity to meet regional and global 
obligations. Further, national staff can 
act as catalysts for national marine 
conversation activities, by building 
networks among key stakeholders with 
a shared mission toward a sustainable 
ocean future. 

Project Seahorse will hire staff who can 
develop their own stable program in a 
country. If we can secure their salaries, 
national leaders can focus on developing their 
active conservation initiatives, linking with partners 
as well as growing a team with project funding. Each 
leader will be embedded full-time in their country.  

Budget items
• National expert salary and benefi ts 
• Research 
• Outreach and networking
• Communication costs including videos and infographics
• Operations

projectseahorse.org    info@projectseahorse.org    @projectseahorse

Blue shading shows where seahorses are found. Source: Riley Pollom / Project Seahorse.

*institutional overheads to be applied on top, as appropriate

Thorny seahorse (Hippocampus histrix). 
Photo by Jean-Claude Vanderwal / 
Guylian Seahorses of the World



Ending annihilation trawling
We seek support for a fi ve-year program to help end annihilation trawling in Asia.
Most people – even many conservation colleagues – have never heard of bottom 
trawling, yet it is a highly abusive fi shing practice, posing very serious conservation 
and equity issues around the world. We are distinct among those working to end 
bottom trawling, both in identifying that the practice has now worsened into 
annihilation trawling, and in addressing the problem. 

All over the world, we have seen bottom trawlers dragging our 
ocean fl oor and hauling up vast quantities of wildlife. Hundreds of 
thousands of boats tow wide-mouth nets with heavy weights that 
gouge and scrape, removing most marine life in their path (including 
many juvenile fi sh that should grow into valuable human food) and 
laying waste to habitats. The equivalent clear cutting of hillsides 
and forests would never be tolerated on land. More than 80% of the 
seabed is trawled in some regions, most of it repeatedly, releasing 
masses of stored carbon and worsening climate change.  

Bottom trawling harms people, contributing to poverty and food 
insecurity around the world. Bottom trawlers compete with small-
scale and selective fi sheries that are less damaging. Bottom trawling 
is unprofi table and only continues because governments provide 
substantial subsidies, especially cheap fuel, from public money. In 
another form of cost evasion - and human rights abuse - many trawl 
boats rely on crews of slaves or other forced labour.  

Terrible though this all sounds, annihilation trawling is yet worse. We 
have discovered that, in many areas, bottom trawlers now go to sea 
with no target species in mind, no management plan in place and 
no reference points that might constrain fi shing effort. They merely 
chase all marine wildlife, willy nilly. Landed catch may be sorted 
slightly for higher value species but most of it is sold undifferentiated 
to make feed for marine species and farmed animals. Given the bad 
subsidies that most governments provide, such fi sheries have no end 
point other than ecological devastation. 

Having uncovered annihilation trawling in much of Asia – including 
China, India, and Thailand – we are determined to document it, 
highlight it, and mobilise to end it. We are tired of watching trawlers 
in India disgorge enormous piles of fi sh and invertebrates each night, 
big enough to fi ll a city square, and then seeing them trucked away 
for chicken feed. Such unthinking use of marine biodiversity and 
valuable marine protein is inexcusable.

Budget
$350K p.a. for 5 years 

(for salaries, travel, communications)* 
plus $110K for a blue sky think tank in year 2 

and $110K for a regional symposium in year 3.  
The budget can be modularized to welcome funding 

for particular salaries and other components.

Nagapattinam fi shing harbour in India. Photo by Tanvi Vaidyanathan / Project Seahorse



Annihilation trawling makes no ecological, 
economic or social sense. Most fi shers, shore-
based workers, front-line fi sheries managers 
and policy-makers we have met know this 
and are seeking ways to make change. They 
suspect correctly that, as trawling ends, ocean 
communities will start to recover and selective 
fi sheries will begin to fl ourish. At the same time, 
management and policy sectors worry about the 
immediate consequences of a ban and need 
strong incentives to take action.

We are unusually prepared to mobilise change. 
First, we have long worked with trawl fi sheries as 
the biggest threat to seahorses, studying their 
fi shing effort and landings in countries around the 
world. Second, we have long blended biological 
and social considerations in establishing marine 
protected areas / fi sheries exclusion zones and 

projectseahorse.org    info@projectseahorse.org    @projectseahorse

modifying other fi sheries management. Third, 
we have strong expertise in policy domains, 
having provided key technical input to CITES 
since 1999 as it regulates international trade in 
marine fi shes, while also engaging broadly with 
national governments and other multilateral 
environmental agreements. Fourth, we have 
spent decades working on marine conservation 
and fi sheries issues in Asia, with practical 
experience in eleven countries and territories; 
we have ties with government, academic 
institutions, and non-governmental organizations 
in all of these. 

We seek funds to initiate a fi ve-year program to 
promote an end to annihilation trawling in Asia.
Our goal is to develop the analyses, alliances 
and actions to effect change for the region and, 
by extension, the rest of the world. 

*institutional overheads to be applied on top, as appropriate

More information:
Project Seahorse website: projectseahorse.org/endbottomtrawling

Two-page briefi ng document
Video

We have a comprehensive plan for how to progress towards our goal, one that includes the 
following objectives:
• Foundation research on annihilation trawling to document its trajectory in time and space, as 

well as its impacts and threats
• Analyses of quantitative and qualitative relationships that link environmental degradation, 

unsustainable seafood production and human rights abuses associated with trawling
• A small blue sky think tank of global experts in domains associated with bottom trawling 

– marine conservation, fi sheries, animal and aquaculture feed, human rights, economic 
subsidies – as well as global communicators

• From that think tank, an action plan that identifi es innovative leverage points for ending 
annihilation trawling in Asia

• Symposium with regional leaders to share the draft plan and consult on possibilities and 
obstacles for advancing the agenda

• Outreach materials and resources intended to shock the public into demanding action
• Engagement with government and intergovernmental organizations to alert them to the 

atrocities of annihilation trawling, with a view to mobilizing policy change
• Completion of important and urgent activities from the plan, with a focus on impact 

and speed

Funds will be used to expand the Project Seahorse team by hiring experts to produce analyses 
and communicate fi ndings, to create a blue sky think tank of global experts who will work to 
uncover the leverage points and create an action plan, to consult with regional leaders, to carry 
out the fi rst actions from that plan, and for related program management, travel, meetings, 
communications and administrative costs.

https://projectseahorse.org/resource/end-bottom-trawling/
https://youtu.be/OZ5XsQYEeDY
https://projectseahorse.org/limiting-fisheries/endbottomtrawling/


Investigating wildlife trade 
through fi eld surveys

      
We would hugely value your support to carry out the fi sheries and trade research 
that is so critically important for achieving sustainable exploitation for seahorses, as 
for all wildlife. As the pioneer in research on seahorse capture and use – and the 
engine behind the fi rst global export regulations for marine fi shes – Project Seahorse 
knows what has to be done and how to do it. We are the world experts in fi eld surveys 
and data gathering on all aspects of seahorse exploitation. We just need the core 
resources to put people in the fi eld and behind the computers. 

Budget 
60K to 115K 

USD per 
country*

Thanks to our early work, 182 member countries of the United Nations Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species are required to limit their exports of seahorses to sustainable levels.  
In tackling this challenge, they must ensure that exploitation does not harm wild populations, that 

all specimens are legally sourced and that live animals are traded humanely. 
Because most countries are operating with little to no knowledge of their 

seahorse fi sheries and trades, they rely on our independent research 
to inform their management and policy decisions. Our fi sheries and 

trade surveys also allow us to challenge formal CITES records, 
exploring them and exposing their inconsistencies. In this, we 

are again setting precedent for marine fi shes.

Project Seahorse fi eld surveys of seahorse fi sheries 
and trade have served as the backbone of global 

seahorse conservation management and policy, 
providing data and estimates that have withstood 
heavy peer review and policy scrutiny. Project 
Seahorse has a long history with fi sheries and trade 
research, dating from about 1994, and works 
in close collaboration with TRAFFIC, the wildlife 
trade organization. We conduct gold standard 
investigations that have been deployed in myriad 
management and policy circumstances…and 
have long been appreciated for our reliability 
and integrity.  

Our fi sheries and trade surveys – in 32 key 
countries on six continents – have taken the 

necessarily labour-intensive approach of visiting 
fi shers and traders along a country’s coastline 

to extract front line narrative and quantitative 

Dried seahorses for sale in Hong Kong. Photo by Tyler Stiem / Project Seahorse



information. We embark on fi eld surveys (with full 
ethics approval) as if they were detective stories, 
following all leads and extracting all available 
information as we visit fi shing ports, landing sites, 
dockside cafes, seafood dealers, local markets, 
government offi ces and so much more. We 
distill the information we fi nd into analyses and 
briefi ngs, which interpret fi ndings in management 
terms, proposing remedial action to address 
the under-regulated exploitation and trade. 
Working closely with local partners, we return this 
information to countries with advice on options 
for improvement, such as spatial planning, export 
restrictions and/or fi sheries monitoring. 

Our fi rst priorities are Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, and Peru as we can 
explain. We are, however, eager to survey many other nations, too, expanding and/or 
updating our knowledge, so can often respond to your priorities. For each country, we need 
funds to carry out three to six months of fi eld surveys and approximately six to twelve months 
of data extraction and analysis, writing and knowledge transfer. The scale and scope of 
research varies by the size of country and complexity of its fi sheries and trades… and can 
also be adjusted to fi t a range of budgets. 

Budget items
• Salary (six to twelve months) for in-country staff to conduct fi eld surveys, 

process data, analyse results and transfer knowledge domestically 
• Salary support for Project Seahorse research biologist to support logistics, 

analysis and writing 
• Salary support for Project Seahorse program manager to oversee project, 

transfer knowledge globally and advance policy change
• Travel costs for fi eld surveys, collaborative visits and knowledge transfer
• Communication costs including videos and infographics

projectseahorse.org    info@projectseahorse.org    @projectseahorse

Project Seahorse urgently needs to embark on 
new fi sheries and trade surveys in a key set of 
countries, some of which we last surveyed twenty 
years ago. We are particularly concerned 
about nations where there is large volume of 
illegal and/or unregulated trade in seahorses. 
These countries suffer from a dearth of capacity 
and lack information to implement the global 
requirements for sustainable, legal and 
monitored trade. Our fi eld research underpins 
our management advice and policy briefi ngs, 
guidance that feed directly into CITES support for 
member countries.  

In-country researcher, Myrtle Arias, interviewing fi sher in Talibon, 
Philippines. Photo by Angie Nellas / ZSL Philippines

* institutional overheads to be applied on top, as appropriate

Local fi shers create a seahorse conservation society in Qingdao, 
China. Photo by Xiong Zhang / Project Seahorse



Moving toward legal and sustainable seahorse 
trade, as a model for marine fi shes

We seek funding to make the fi rst wave of global export controls work effectively for 
marine fi shes. Project Seahorse is the lead technical advisor to the UN Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) on regulating exports of seahorses. 
As seahorses were the fi rst marine fi shes for which such trade restrictions were agreed, 
whatever we do for them sets the pace for a host of other marine fi shes later listed in 
CITES, from sharks to angelfi sh. 

Seahorses (46 species) are pioneers in global regulation of marine wildlife trade and have 
repeatedly set precedent for other species. Under CITES, seahorses were the fi rst fully marine fi shes 
which countries placed on a list called Appendix II. Project Seahorse’s technical knowledge and 
policy acumen underpinned this decision and have guided CITES in implementing this listing. All 
182 member countries plus the European Union, are now required to ensure that their exports 

Budget 
75K USD 

p.a.* 

Top: Amanda Vincent at the 12th meeting of the CITES Conference 
of the Parties in 2002. Photo by Stanley Bayne.
Bottom: Sarah Foster at the18th meeting of the CITES Conference of 
the Parties in 2019. Photo by Alessandro Ponzo. 

of wild seahorses do not damage wild populations, are 
legally sourced and carefully monitored. We also created 
the implementation framework by which countries can 
assess whether their exports are appropriate under the 
Convention, another fi rst for marine fi shes.

The fi rsts that seahorses have established for 
marine fi shes continue, all of them informed and/
or generated by Project Seahorse research, 
technical expertise and policy advice. Seahorses 
were the fi rst marine fi shes to be brought under 
the CITES enforcement mechanism called the 
Review of Signifi cant Trade (RST). During the RST, 
countries are asked how they are meeting Convention 
requirements and prescribed remedial action where 
necessary. Seahorses were the fi rst marine fi sh species for 
which CITES gave countries recommendations in response 
to their failure to ensure exports were sustainable. And, 
later, seahorses were the fi rst marine fi shes that countries 
banned from exporting because they did not meet 
those recommendations.



As the CITES Secretariat recently 
noted, getting it right for 
seahorses will “be helpful in 
addressing more generally the 
implementation challenges for 
marine species listed in the 
CITES Appendices”.2 We are  
using the seahorse example 
to help make CITES work for 
other marine fi shes, promoting 
acceptance of the reality 
that marine fi shes are indeed 
wildlife as well as economic 
commodities. In this, Project 
Seahorse works very closely with 
colleagues who support CITES 
export regulation for other marine 
fi sh species such as European eel, 
sharks and rays.  

Project Seahorse seeks funding to ensure 
sustainable and legal exploitation and trade 
of seahorses. Much good work has been done 
to implement the inclusion of seahorses in Appendix 
II of CITES, but there is still huge concern about the dearth 
of robust decision-making at the national level and the huge 
volumes of seahorses currently smuggled in illegal trade.  

projectseahorse.org    info@projectseahorse.org    @projectseahorse

* institutional overheads to be applied on top, as appropriate
 2 see Secretariat comments within CoP18 Doc. 72

New resources will make a material difference to effective implementation of CITES for 
marine fi shes by allowing us to (i) fi ll critical gaps in knowledge, (ii) develop and enhance 
tools, and (iii) increase CITES Parties’ capacity for implementation, enforcement and 
monitoring. Making CITES work well will help secure ocean biodiversity. It will also contribute 
to human livelihoods and economic development as the trade becomes more regulated 
and governance improves.

Budget items
• Salary for a trade program offi cer 
• Travel costs to work with in-country CITES Authorities and experts and 

attend vital CITES meetings 
• Communication and design

Amanda Vincent and Sarah Foster running a CITES 
training workshop in Viet Nam in 2013.



Harnessing the power of 
community scientists 

We seek funds to unlock the massive potential of our community science program to 
leverage action on behalf of seahorses around the world. Could you help us to build 
a global early warning system for at-risk seahorse populations and habitats… and 
promote community action in response?

Our iSeahorse community science venture, a 
partnership with the globally renown iNaturalist, 
is a gold mine waiting to be tapped. Ours is 
very much an action-oriented initiative with 
data gathering as an engine and a means to 
generate change. We have amassed over 7000 
sightings from nearly 1400 individual contributors 
and have generated 12 sentinel monitoring 
programmes on fi ve continents. From such 
sightings, iSeahorse data has already prompted 
creation of one new marine protected area 
in the village of Anda, Bohol, Philippines and 
expansion of another MPA.

iSeahorse is garnering community knowledge of 
great value for conservation and management 
of the world’s 46 seahorse species. For example, 
preliminary analysis shows that 15% of verifi ed 
sightings are outside the previously known 
range of the species. Such data are vital for 
conservation assessments on the global IUCN 
Red List of Threatened Species, where 14 species 
are judged to be threatened and 17 are so 
poorly known as to be labelled Data Defi cient.  
iSeahorse information is also indispensable as 
we promote and support national assessments 
to mobilise in-country action. We are able to 
fi nd national assessments for only a tiny fraction 
of seahorse species / country combinations.  
Three-quarters of these resulted in evaluations of 
conservation concern and 16% could not come 
to a conclusion because of a dearth of data. 

Budget 
125K USD 

p.a.* 



With dedicated resources, we could do so much:
• Expand the number and diversity of contributions to iSeahorse 
• Analyse and disseminate fi ndings from iSeahorse sightings 
• Deploy information from iSeahorse sightings to improve IUCN Red List assessments
• Extend our array of iSeahorse national experts and ambassadors around the world 
• Mentor long-term monitoring programs to track trends in seahorse populations
• Return analyses of iSeahorse population monitoring to the groups that own the data
• Support local partners to take conservation action when data reveal critical trends such as 

declining seahorse populations

Budget items
• Salary and benefi ts 
• Travel to visit monitoring projects
• Outreach and networking
• Communication costs including videos and infographics
• Operations

projectseahorse.org    info@projectseahorse.org    @projectseahorse

Red squares show all seahorse observations to date.
Blue dots show the most recent seahorse observations. Source: iSeahorse / iNaturalist.

We seek support for a full-time staff member to probe this wonderful iSeahorse resource deeply to 
determine species distributions, occurrence, habitats, breeding seasons and more. We are currently 
seriously limited only by lack of dedicated staff time.  

All knowledge garnered from iSeahorse will be immediately shared with the 
IUCN SSC Seahorse, Pipefi sh and Seadragon Specialist Group (SPS SG). Project 
Seahorse hosts this group of 40 volunteer experts from 21 countries and territories, 
which is charged with global conservation (assess, plan, act and communicate) 
of the 300 fi sh species in the family Syngnathidae.

*institutional overheads to be applied on top, as appropriate



Communicating Project Seahorse projects 
for infl uence

We would love to have your support for our all-important work of communicating our messages, and 
receiving input from others. We know how much it matters to explain the importance of what we do 
and why it matters. Indeed, the single biggest challenge in marine conservation is getting people 
to care about the ocean enough to take action. Whether it is reporting achievements, engaging 
collaborators, sharing ideas, inspiring action or welcoming suggestions… sending and receiving 
information advances understanding and builds community. 

Budget 
50K USD 

p.a.

Project Seahorse is in a wonderful position 
to forge ahead with infl uential messaging. 
Our primary audiences are the people who 
can effect change in management and 
policy arenas, particularly in government. Our 
second audience is the people who can drive 
change, such as leaders in non-governmental 
organizations and the media. Not far behind 
are the ocean infl uencers – passionate people 
who love the ocean and who will make noise 
about what they have learned from our efforts. 
Our messaging is anchored around the concept 
that marine fi shes are wildlife, too, using 
seahorses as iconic messengers for complex 
challenges in marine conservation and ocean 
management. In particular, we plan to focus our 
communications for the next fi ve years around 
the need to #EndBottomTrawling, that ubiquitous 
and appalling fi shing practice that is both non-
selective and destructive.

Our communications endeavours are coming 
together wonderfully. We have just developed 
and launched an entirely new Project Seahorse 
website, one that conveys key messages and 
explains our array of projects in a highly effective 
way. On social media, we maintain Twitter 
(7417 followers), Instagram (5384 followers), and 
FaceBook (8942 followers) accounts which grow 
substantially every year. We have also embarked 
on a series of short policy briefi ngs and one 
minute overview videos suitable for social media. 

We plan to grow this portfolio into hard-hitting 
coverage of key conservation issues that can be 
rapidly grasped by target audiences.

Project Seahorse urgently needs to fi nd a new 
source of salary for our half-time communications 
co-ordinator. We already have a wonderful 
colleague in place, one who has been doing a 
fantastic job with our communications.Regina 
Bestbier has been with our team for nearly 14 
years and knows our programme inside and 
out. Indeed, she has been a central driver of 
our team through most of that period. Gina is 
engaged with our seahorse, protected area, 
fi sheries and trade work from knowledge 
generation to knowledge application, so has 
an intimate familiarity with our information and 
its application. As well as being a biologist, Gina 
has accrued expertise in communications. Gina 
was the core manager of our new website, 
a substantial endeavour, helping us create a 
site that is both enticing and functional. She 
is remarkably adept at everything from social 
media to policy briefi ngs. 
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We hope you will be able to help us 
renew and extend our funding for 
communications, as a core element of our 
conservation programme. We are seeking 
funding for a half time communications 
co-ordinator and consultants’ fees for 
designing graphics and videos.



Advancing our Project Seahorse
mission with leadership support

You could make a vast difference to the entire Project Seahorse program by supporting our most 
essential staff position, a program manager. It is vital to have a senior leadership post to help lead 
and co-ordinate Project Seahorse research, management and policy ventures. For too long, almost 
the entire responsibility for our expansive program sat with our Director, Dr. Amanda Vincent, who is 
also a Professor at the University of British Columbia.1  Such a load is now impossible given the range 
of projects underway and the many individuals, groups and agencies who request Project Seahorse 
expertise and engagement.  

We currently have the perfect person serving 
in the post of program manager, who must be 
retained at all costs. Dr. Sarah Foster has been 

with Project Seahorse for twenty 
years – fi rst as a volunteer, then 

research biologist, PhD student 
and research associate. 
As her experience and 
understanding grew, she 
took on the post of Program 
Manager. Having her in this 
role greatly expanded the 

capacity of Project Seahorse 
to conduct research and policy 

work, and to meet the many 
requests for support by conservation 

organizations and governments. With Sarah in 
this post, Project Seahorse effectiveness and 
capacity grew wonderfully. 

Sarah is uniquely qualifi ed to help lead Project 
Seahorse, having accrued a wealth of relevant 
knowledge, research experience, and policy 
acumen. She was for four years the Project 
Seahorse research biologist charged with 
supporting all knowledge acquisition and 
application for seahorses. She is very adept in 
fi sheries, with a specialty in bottom trawling, 
having done her PhD on Mexican shrimp trawl 
bycatch, which included living aboard industrial 
fi shing boats for six months. Sarah is also an 
expert on wildlife trade and is much sought by 
CITES for her world class skills. She serves as the 
focal point for global trade for the IUCN SSC 
Seahorse, Pipefi sh and Seadragon Specialist 

Budget 
125K USD 

p.a.

1Prof Heather Koldewey, co-founder of Project Seahorse, had to scale back her involvement substantially many years ago 
because of a growth in responsibilities as a senior leader in the Zoological Society of London.

Group, hosted by Project Seahorse. To add to all 
this technical expertise, Sarah is highly organized 
with particular skills in project management 
and fi nances.  

We urgently need renewed funding for Sarah’s 
position. Our program of work depends heavily 
on Sarah being available to lead, supervise, 
support and inspire. She carries a signifi cant 
set of responsibilities, which are central to 
the Project Seahorse success story and future 
potential effectiveness. In no way could these 
revert to Amanda, who has a large portfolio as 
Project Seahorse Director, university Professor, 
notable scholar, and global leader in marine 
conservation. We are lucky that Amanda’s salary 
is paid by UBC but we must fi nd independent 
support for Sarah’s post.

We invite you to discuss how to provide the vital 
funding for our Program Manager position, and 
what it would mean for seahorse and ocean 
conservation. It is diffi cult to support Sarah’s 
position through project funding.  Her role is too 
expansive and her contributions too diverse 
to capture in any grant. She must instead be 
recognized as having a role that spans the array 
of Project Seahorse ventures, supporting and 
advancing initiatives that range from seahorses 
to oceans and local to global. 

Funding this position will allow Project 
Seahorse to go forward with good 
management and strong leadership, focused 
on effective conservation action.
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Our vision is a world in which marine ecosystems are 
healthy and well-managed

A schematic diagram of the many layers at which we engage in marine conservation research, 
management and policy. Project Seahorse has made research contributions and achieved measurable 

impacts in life history and ecology, marine protected areas, subsistence fi sheries management, 
community development, national law, international trade, global policy, and public outreach. 

Together, these initiatives advance marine conservation.

This vision embraces the need to reconcile conservation and human dependency on 
the ocean.

 Our mission statement has three elements:
1. Project Seahorse is an interdisciplinary and international organization committed to 

conservation and sustainable use of the world’s coastal marine ecosystems.
2. We engage in connected research and management at scales ranging from 

community initiatives to international accords.
3. Collaborating with partners and communities, we use seahorses to focus our efforts in 

fi nding marine conservation solutions.


